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How to separate and dispose the garbage
Dispose the garbage from 7am to 8am.
Disposing garbage out of 7am ～ 8am causes troubles to neighbors and garbage collection.
If you don't follow the rules, that is regarded as illegal disposal.

Twice a week

Combustible garbage
Put them into "固形燃料化するごみ袋" and tie tightly.

Garbage fitted in

It is not collectible if putting them

the plastic bags

into "不燃ごみ袋" or other kinds
Raw garbage，Trays，Containers of instant noodles，Waste paper，Egg containers，

of plastic bags.

Notebook，Strings，Fallen leaves，Shoes，Non-recyclable clothes and underwear

Combustible garbage
Fold and tie with strings, and put a "ごみ処理券" on
Futon，Blankets，Cotton blankets，

futon and other kinds of mattress.

Carpets，Rush mat，Tatami mat
Garbage not fitted
in the plastic bags

Wood furniture needs to be broken
Wood furniture (closet, desk, chair, book shelf, etc)

down to 1m square, all metals must
be removed, tie with a string, and put a "ごみ処理券"on.
Do not place them in pickup area if it's raining or going
to rain.

Non-combustible garbage
Glass Bottles，Cans，Spray cans，Butane gas cartridge

Remove the caps from bottles, and rinse and sort by the
bottle colors (brown, transparent, and the others).
Dirty or broken glasses are sorted as the miscellaneous
garbage.
Rinse cans.

Once a month

Recyclable garbage

Plastic bottles

Fluorescent lights，Batteries，
Thermometer (including mercury thermometer)

Spray cans must be used up.

Garbage

Remove the caps and labels, and rinse.

containing mercury

Caps are the miscellaneous garbage and the labels are
combustible.
Newspaper，Magazines，Clothes，Cardboards
Magazines, newspaper, clothes, etc need to be tied with
strings by type
Extremely dirty ones are sorted as combustible.
Broken glasses，Dishes，Umbrellas，

Put them into "不燃ごみ袋" and tie tightly.

Empty bottles of the detergent，

Garbage

Umbrellas，DVDs，Cooking pots

It is not collectible if putting them

Frying pans，Lids，Tupperware

into "固形燃料化するごみ袋" or

Miscellaneous garbage

fitted in the Toys，Styrofoam，
plastic bags

other kinds of plastic bags.

Wrap broken glasses, bottles, knives, or any dangerous devices in newspaper
Small-size home electronics (toaster, dryer,
CD radio-cassette player) except specific
types of home electronics

Garbage not
fitted in the

Bicycle，Electric carpet，Electric blanket，Chairs (Iron, Plastic, etc)，Stove (heating oil

Put a "ごみ処理券" on each garbage and place in

and fuels must be removed) ， Large-size home electronics (microwave toaster

pickup area.

oven,electric fan) except specific
types of home electronics

However, if garbage can be

plastic bags

put in "不燃ごみ袋" bag, put
it into"不燃ごみ袋" bag and dispose.

【 Television，Laundry machine，Laundry dryer，Refrigerator，Air conditioner 】

Uncollectible
garbage

These are home electronics obligated to recycle.

Ask stores or consult with the dealers.

【 Computers 】
Ask manufacturer
【 Motorcycle，Batteries，Tires，Fuels，Oil，Paint，】
Unable to dispose in Susaki.

Ask stores or consult with the dealers.

